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Special situations investing offers potentially attractive returns at
all points of the investment cycle.
Britain’s high street might be an unfolding catastrophe – celebrity chef Jamie Oliver’s eponymous chain is just the latest
in a litany of failing mid-market eateries and retailers – but it also represents an opportunity.
Indeed, this isn’t just true of the UK. DIA in Spain, Steinhoff, listed in Germany and South Africa, and French group Rallye
have all come under financial stress recently, allowing adept investors to generate attractive returns.
The ability to either buy or short sell a company’s debt, according to circumstance, is at the heart of this sort of special
situations investing. For instance, if the market has yet to fully price in how much a company is struggling financially, it’s
possible to make a return by selling its debt short. This involves close analysis of stressed corporate credit, which is to say
when it trades below its face value and its yield rises to 10 percentage points above benchmark government bonds with
the same maturities.
Then, when the issuing company defaults or enters bankruptcy – in other words the debt becomes distressed – skilled
investors can earn returns by buying back the debt if they anticipate the company will be successfully restructured or if its
remaining assets are undervalued.

An approach for all seasons

Historically, this style of investing has generated strong returns. Over the past 20 years, investing in distressed fixed
income has achieved annual returns of 7.2 per cent against 6.8 per cent for global high yield bonds1.
One reason for this is the asymmetric nature of credit. Normally trading corporate debt generally doesn’t offer much
upside – a sudden improvement in a bond issuer’s credit ratings or falling government bond yields can give some uplift,
but by and large most of the return comes in the form of regular interest payments. By contrast, if a bond issuer defaults,
the hit to a fixed income portfolio can be heavy and long-lasting. Which is why shorting the fully-priced debt of companies
running into problems can be so rewarding.
By the same token, the potential gains from buying and holding distressed debt can also be significant – not least
because once companies go into default markets often underappreciate the true value of their debt securities,
particularly when they don’t trade very often.
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Distressed assets can also add stability to a diversified portfolio. In contrast to equities and higher grade corporate bonds,
which tend to perform badly in economic downturns, that’s a time when it becomes particularly rewarding to short
struggling corporate credit.
The asset class has typically delivered positive returns when traditional asset classes, and particularly equities, tend to be
doing badly. Companies tend to take on debt during good times and then suffer when the business cycle turns.
But because it’s always possible to find struggling firms, even when default rates are negligible, special situations
investing can generate strong net returns over the whole of the cycle. The most flexible total return strategies involve both
selling debt short and taking long positions – with the added bonus that returns from these investments don’t tend to
move in lockstep with major asset classes.

European attractions
That’s why special situations investing as a strategy is attractive even in an era characterised by low corporate default
rates.

It’ll be even more compelling when those defaults start to increase, as they inevitably will. True, trying to time cycles is far
from straightforward; most strategies avoid it. But it’s also important to remember that policymakers have yet to find a
way of abolishing the cyclical nature of business. For instance, US companies are as indebted relative to earnings before
charges as they were during the 2001 and early 1990s recessions and in worse shape than they were going into the global
financial crisis. Even now, when default rates are low, the opportunity set for investors in distressed and stressed assets is
significant given how much larger corporate debt markets are now than they were in the past. And investors with the
flexibility to invest across the corporate capital structure – equity as well as debt – are even more able to take advantage
of these situations.
At the same time, a record proportion of this debt is rated BBB, the lowest investment grade credit rating, which makes
for a fragile market. It’s worth noting that the proportion of stressed credits has spiked as worsening trade tensions
between the US and China prompted investors to be ruthless with companies that had posted disappointing earnings in
recent weeks. In May, for instance, the number of European high yield credits that fell into stressed territory – which is to
say, saw their prices fall below 90 – has jumped to 85 from 50 the previous month.
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In this environment, 12 per cent of European companies are zombies, which is to say their earnings fail to cover interest
costs, not far below the pre-quantitative easing peak of 14 per cent. This will provide a huge opportunity set to long/short
distressed strategies as rates normalise and these companies struggle to service their debt.
In fact, the inversion of the US yield curve points to a US recession next year. Throw in populist politics and the US-China
trade war and the outlook looks increasingly gloomy. And where the US economy goes, others tend to follow.
The US, however, is not an especially rich hunting ground for special situations investors. Special situations investing is
well established there and defaults are low, leaving many managers chasing relatively few prospects.

Europe, on the other hand, offers good opportunities for special situations investing. There is relatively little competition
for stressed and distressed assets which makes for favourable valuations. But this also demands rigorous in-house credit
analysis, where specialists with long experience can effectively parse and interpret covenants. Broad, well-established
teams are crucial to maximising investor performance.
Furthermore, the fragmented nature of the market, with multiple jurisdictions, various languages and varied investment
cultures, makes it a much more complex environment, leaving the field open for investors with local knowledge.
Unlike, say, equity investing where markets tend to be broad, liquid and transparent, distressed debt also often demands
good contacts across a wide variety of industries – not to mention local structuring and legal advisors – to find,
understand and prosper from the best deals. For instance, right now secular shifts mean that opportunities are popping
up in retail, shipping construction and oil services in particular.

The virtues of analysis
But those qualities come with a cost: successful investing in special situations demands a very active approach, based on
thorough analytical work. Risks can also be significant. Stressed and distressed debt has often been issued by relatively
small companies – so there’s not much of it in the market – or potential market participants have been scared off, or
both. In that case it’s important to find the most liquid of these securities, which is to say the ones with large capital
structures, in order to minimise volatility and ensure an ability to exit the investment.
Tailoring the investments requires additional skill. It’s important to have an appropriate mix of short and long positions to
ensure that the strategy is doing more than just capturing market effects. Shorts also help to develop ideas for what might
be successful future long positions.
One key consideration for investors is liquidity. Although buying illiquid distressed assets like loans or credit of companies
with small capital structures can ultimately be rewarding, this often means locking up money for long periods. This can
suit private equity investors, but hedged or absolute return strategies will look for investments that are easier to get in and
out of. Focus on more liquid investments means shorter holding periods – for an absolute return approach that can mean
12 months rather than the 5 to 7 years for an average private equity fund.

“ Europe offers good opportunities for special situations investing.”
This style of investing has the further advantages of being less management intensive than private equity funds, and of
using less leverage. It makes sense to avoid pools of non-performing loans, for example, as they have less transparency
on underlying assets, which makes it harder to value them in an informed way. On the other hand, having the flexibility to
trade sovereign debt can help an investor’s liquidity profile.
But even investing in more liquid assets requires patience – it can take time for good trades to come up or for distressed
positions to bear fruit. At the same time, investors need to be able to take substantial positions when good opportunities
roll around.
In all, it’s a market where substantial experience is important, not just to develop the contacts and understand the sort of
analysis needed but also to know which opportunities present themselves at different points of the business cycle.

[1] Hege Fund Research Distressed/Restructuring Index vs ICE BofA Merrill Lynch Global High Yield Index
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